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Course evaluations
Student feedback following courses and workshops

Courses & workshops
Creative Writing (English)
English Language & Society (English)
Text & Sign (HumBach)
English Text & Writing (HumBas)
PhD & Senior Research Methods Workshop, King’s College, London
CALPIU Research Training Course - PhD Summer School, Roskilde
Multimodal analysis research methods workshop, Nottingham University

CREATIVE WRITING E2014
Course feedback
•
•
•

Midway feedback. 7-open questions (filled out in class)
End of course feedback - questionnaire (MOODLE)
Feedback from portfolio reflections (portfolio assignment)

END OF COURSE FEEDBACK - MOODLE - questionnaire
We would appreciate any other feedback, suggestions or comments about the course (professional
standards, atmosphere, handouts, presentation materials etc.). Feel free to add these in the language
of your choice.
• Even with the size of the group, the teacher succeed to make the course leaving, interesting and
entertaining. Also the theoretical and practical aspects of the class have been well brought to the class.
(Favorite class of the semester for sure.)
• I enjoyed this course very much. It was very useful for me, personally, because I would like to pursue a
career in this field, namely, being a writer. I think that the course was well structured and aimed at
provoking our own thinking and producing our own work. Overall, this has been one of the best courses I
have attended in this University. Spencer is a very good lecturer and I have enjoyed his other lectures in
other subjects as well. One thing I would change is the google docs method, I know it may be the only
way to do what the teacher aimed for, but google docs cannot be trusted all the time.
• Again, my only other comment is about the size of the group. I think it would have been much more
productive and pushed students much more if there were less of us.
• I am grateful for this course and will take the tools and resources with me in many directions creatively
and professionally.
• I feel that spencer did a really good job, he made the course fun and we still learned a lot.
• I really appeciate the way Spencer teaches. He makes the course fun to watch and easy to stay excited
• I would suggest that if you were to ever do a Creative writing that you make deadlines so the students
are more motivated to upload in time for others to give feedback.
• I would have liked feedback from Spencer on some of the texts. Other than that, I am completely
satisfied. Spencer kicks some serious ass ! :)
• The lecture were well structured. I have learn from the course a lot of new techniques however in my
opinion I am goin to have problems into applying some of the theory
• Good flow between doing something academic and still having fun with the course, like with the courses
about humor with different small clips from comedy.
• I think Spencer did a very good job in teaching this course. I feel that I have been inspired to see new
avenues for my creativity, and for applying my english writing skills. Spencer does a good job in teaching
in a diverse, interactive way, using different forms of media in a way that inspires writing in ways suitable
to our day and age.
• My only complaint is a general one, not specific to the course, which is not having enough hours of this
course, and not being able to get direct teacher feedback on writings.
• the atmosphere is always so sparkling.
• we had been thinking about inviting you out for some nice social event and then you came up with it your
self. that was very nice. the personal attachment to this course has been growing time by time.
• The only reason I didn’t agree with a couple of the statements was because I felt that I wasn’t giving my
all in the class. However, I felt that the class and professor could have taught me a lot and been very
useful if I had been able to focus on it more.
•
•

Great presentation, especially your slide shows. Noticing that everything was created with a purpose and
that intertextuality exists within text will help my future readings and watchings.
Best wishes.

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Some of the readings were quite difficult, that’s not necessarily a bad thing but I know I struggled a bit
with a few of the texts. Other than that I’ve really enjoyed Spencer’s classes, he has done an amazing
job and it has actually been fun attending class and doing the homework - well done :)
The atomsphere in the class room and online during this class has been pleasent.
There were many theories and maybe too many were introduced. It was all very interesting, but at some
point I felt like I couldn’t remember it all. Cut down a bit otherwise it was a very nice class with a good
teacher.
I felt like back in high school to some degree... whilst doing the exercises... I didn’t quite see the reasons
for doing all the exercises... maybe its just me. Spencer is a great teacher and it was a huge adventure...
but if I ask myself... what have I learned from the class... I can&#039;t really answer it in a concrete
way... Its a bit abstract and unclear so far.... Maybe it will come later, I certainly hope so.
I liked the atmosphere, I would love to do more practical excercises. I liked it very much. and more in the
portfolio :-)
The instructor has been very good at engaging the students.
Spencer is a great professor. I consider him an asset for RUC
I think this course has been very different (in a good way) than other courses. It has been much more fun
and grounded; - which the lecturer Spencer has had a lot to do with. He is a great lecturer and much
more down to earth than any other lecturer I have had so far in the University!
Spencer overall made a great effort making everything seem effortless. His powerpoints, handouts,
every material we ever used was well-thought. He made his lectures so interesting and fun that I was
always looking forward to attend them.
I wish I could have this course and Spencer as me professor every semester.

How do you evaluate the academic level of the course?
Too low (0)
Low (1)
Suitable (2)
High (3)
Too high (4)

0
2
31
8
0

How do you evaluate the quantity of reading for the course?
0/ Too low
1/ Low
2/ Suitable
3/ High
4/ Too high

0
0
32
9
0

To what extent did the course develop your understanding of the subject Creative Writing?
0/ Not at all
0
1/ Somewhat
2
2/ To some degree
12
3/ To a high degree
27
4/ No response
0
How much do you agree that the course fulfills its formulated aims?
0/ Disagree very much
0
1/ Disagree
2
2/ Agree
19
3/ Agree very much
17
4/ No response
3
To what extent do you agree that the lecture room was suitable for the course?
0/ Disagree very much
2
1/ Disagree
9
2/ Agree
19
3/ Agree very much
10
4/ No response
1
Do you agree with the following statements? In this course, I have been challenged to learn more than I expected.
Disagree very much (0)
0
Disagree (1)
6
Agree (2)
20
Agree very much (3)
8
No response (4)
6
I have learned a lot in this class.
0/ Disagree very much
1/ Disagree
2/ Agree
3/ Agree very much
4/ No response

0
6
20
11

2
This class has increased my interest in this field of study.
(0) Disagree very much
(1) Disagree
(2) Agree
(3) Agree very much
(4) No response

0
4
17
20
0

The instructor shows respect and concern for students.
(0) Disagree very much
(1) Disagree
(2) Agree
(3) Agree very much
(4) No response

0
1
4
36
0

I believe that what I am being asked to learn in this course will be useful for my future professional development.
(0) Disagree very much
0
(1) Disagree
4
(2) Agree
22
(3) Agree very much
12
(4) No response
3
The instructor uses effective teaching methods that enhance my learning.
(0) Disagree very much
0
(1) Disagree
1
(2) Agree
13
(3) Agree very much
27
(4) No response
0
The instructor challenges me to think.
(0) Disagree very much
(1) Disagree
(2) Agree
(3) Agree very much
(4) No response

0
1
19
21
0

MIDWAY'feedback.'71open'ques8ons,'ﬁlled'out'in'class'
1.'To'what'extent,'do'you'think'you'beneﬁted'from'the'teaching'today?'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A#lot,#it#is#easy#to#understand#with#the#teacher#that#is#fun#and#not#scary#to#admit#to#if#you#don't#
understand#the#things#he#says#
Today#wasn't#the#best#class,#most#because#of#the#repe;;on#and#homework#done#in#the#class#
To#some#extent.#Got#to#prac;ce#wri;ng#skills.#
I'm#more#comfortable#about#wri;ng#stories#in#my#topic#
Today#was#a#lot#of#fun.#Interac;on#makes#it#more#interes;ng.#
I#can#understand#beAer#how#to#understand,#interpret,#and#compare#the#wri;ng#of#stories#
To#a#great#extent,#especially#adjacency#pairs#and#components#of#a#haiku/iceberg#principle#plus#
crea;ve#wri;ng#:)#
The#exercises#are#a#good#way#to#get#rid#of#writers#block#
I#beneﬁted#very#much,#learned#new#stuﬀ#and#was#'forced'#to#think#about#them.#
Very#much.#It#is#very#engaging#and#collabora;ve#
To#a#great#extent!#It's#interac;ve#and#this#helps#to#the#sedimenta;on#of#informa;on#in#my#
memory.#
Every#new#thing#we#learn,#I#begin#to#look#at#wri;ng#in#a#diﬀerent#way.#Awesome!#
To#a#greater#extent#
A#large#extent#
It#was#good.#I#enjoyed#it.#
Good,#not#a#big#fan#of#haikus#but#understood#the#point#of#it#
Crea;ve#wri;ng#gives#me#not#only#today,#but#every#day,#hope#for#my#personal#growth.#Every#
;me#I#leave#the#class#feeling#a#liAle#bit#more#clever#and#crea;ve.#
It#is#totally#inspiring.#You#get#us#out#of#our#comfort#zone#by#asking#us#to#actually#PRODUCE#
something,#and#create#a#sense#of#togetherness.#
As#the#course#is#crea;ve#wri;ng,#most#wonderful!#
I#really#get#a#much#beAer#understanding#of#the#material#
I#feel#I#gained#a#lot,#meaning#that#I#have#a#beAer#understanding#of#the#material#that#was#given.#
I#always#go#home#and#feel#I've#learned#something#new#or#that#I've#been#inspired!#So#very#
beneﬁcial#for#me!#
Medium#extent.#The#exercises#of#fun,#but#not#that#beneﬁ;ng.#The#lack#of#going#over#the#
readings.#
Learnt#about#Haiku#poems#and#how#to#ﬁnd/force#inspira;ons#from#others#work#
To#great#extent#–#both#academically#and#in#terms#of#my#mood#:)#

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I#feel#like#a#beneﬁt#from#every#class#
I#feel#okay,#I#got#points#that#I#can#use#
It#was#nice,#very#crea;ve.#
It#was#almost#in#the#top.#I#liked#it.#
It#is#a#personal#outcome.#Some#classes#are#extremely#interes;ng#and#some#are#interes;ng.#Both#
are#pleasant.#
Using#ways#of#thinking#I#normally#don't#do#that#much.#
I#felt#very#beneﬁted.#
I#learned#a#lot,#it#was#very#useful#to#know#how#to#transform#texts#and#also#very#interes;ng#
I#understand#the#content#of#the#mee;ng#is#beAer#having#had#a#prac;ce#in#it.#It's#a#nice#way#to#
bring#oneself#closer#to#the#theme#of#the#class.#
I#learnt#a#lot#from#transforming#stories#under#;me#pressure#
A#lot!!#Spencer#can#make#me#study#and#learn#in#a#funny#way#>#s;mulate#&#apprehension#

2.'Give'your'overall'impression'of'the'atmosphere'in'the'class.'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It#is#a#fun#class#to#aAend,#you#feel#bad#if#you#miss#a#class#because#you#want#to#aAend#
Very#good#and#cheerful#
Good#atmosphere.#Spencer#is#able#to#make#it#an#interes;ng#and#fun#class.#
Class#is#very#enjoyable,#fun#and#also#educa;onal#
Good!#
Good,#yet#a#bit#shy#(many#people!)#
Fun,#interac;ve,#crea;ve#
Li^ed#up#by#warm#up#;)#
Fun#and#relaxed,#most#paying#aAen;on.#
Very#warm#and#in;mate#
It's#fun!#He#doesn't#want#to#aAend#Spencer's#lectures?We#learn#through#interac;on#
I#wish#more#people#would#ac;vely#par;cipate.#Or#that#it#was#simply#a#smaller#group.#Spencer#
creates#a#very#comfortable#atmosphere.#I#wish#more#would#take#advantage#of#it#speak#freely.#
Danish#
Good#atmosphere,#not#much#bonding#between#people#though.#Outside#class#group#work#could#
help?#
A#good#atmosphere#–#maybe#a#bit#too#loose?#
Good,#like#that#we#get#a#lot#of#exercises,#makes#it#easier#to#understand#what#we#are#doing#
Spencer#makes#everyone#feel#comfortable#in#his#class#that#creates#a#very#happy#atmosphere.#
Nice,#Spencer,#NICE.#When#I#walk#into#this#class#I,#as#a#star;ng#point,#feel#more#open.#
Engaging,#excitement#all#the#;me#
There#is#a#good#atmosphere.#It#feels#like#people#are#having#fun#during#the#exercises!#Something#
to#look#forward#to#every#week!#
It's#a#happy#atmosphere#–#everybody#is#having#a#good#and#learning#;me.#
Man,#it's#great#
Very#upli^ing,#posi;ve.#It's#always#a#pleasure#to#aAend.#And#even#though#most#of#the#;me#the#
class#is#like#a#game#I#feel#like#learning#a#whole#lot.#
Good,#inspira;onal,#happy,#humorous#
Good#morning.#A#very#good#atmosphere.#
Good#
Good.#Maybe#a#liAle#;red.#
Laidcback,#focused,#interested,#curious#
The#atmosphere#is#always#super#chill.#People#are#nice#:)#
I#have#very#good#impression#of#the#atmosphere,#I#really#enjoy#it!#:)#
Nice,#friendly.#
It#is#good#and#I#like#the#involvement#from#the#class.#
Very#open#and#friendly.#
Laidcback#and#comfy#
Good,#students#are#always#engaged#in#the#ac;vi;es.#
The#atmosphere#is#good,#some#know#each#other#and#the#liAle#exercises#are#good#to#get#to#
know#the#'new'#people.#
I#love#it.#It's#both#learning#and#fun.#You#are#relaxed#which#is#the#best#way#to#learn#the#material.#
No#stress.#Students#need#less#stress#these#days.#
Very#quiet,#everyone#was#listening#
Funny.#We#work#together#as#a#big#team.#I#feel#supported#

3.'Did'the'teacher'cover'all'that'was'intended'for'the'session?'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes#and#almost#always#does#
I#think#so#
Yes#
Yes#
I#believe#so.#
If#the#object#is#he#set#himself#out#to#make#an#interes;ng,#interac;ve#class,#then#yes#
Yes#
Almost#
Yes#
Yes#
Yes,#he#always#does!#
No#doubt#about#it.#
Yes#
Almost#
Yes#
Except#for#one#last#slide,#yes#I#think#so#
Yes#he#did,#like#he#always#does.#
He#did,#indeed#:c)#
Even#with#his#ques;onnaire,#yes,#she#did#
Yes#
Very#much#indeed#
Yeah#
Yes!!!#
Yes,#I#think#so#–#great#exercises#
PreAy#much#
What#I#expected,#yes#
I#suppose.#
yes#
I#guess#so.#
Yes,#but#it#was#more#about#haiku#
I#think#so#
Yes#almost.#Maybe#missing#the#last#part.#But#it#will#be#on#next#week's#agenda.#
95%.#We#did#some#fascina;ng#stuﬀ#to#balance.#
I#think#so#
yes#
He#covered#nearly#all.#I#guess#there#was#a#small#thing#le^#out#and#that#was#since#we#ran#out#of#
;me#
Yes#
Yes#
Always#and#in#;me#

4.'How'clear'of'the'teachers'instruc8ons,'do'you'think?'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They#are#okay,#but#if#you#don't#get#you#just#ask!#
To#rather#good#extent,#but#some;mes#confusing#
He#is#good#at#making#himself#clear#
Teachers#instruc;ons#are#very#clear#in#my#opinion#
Very#
Very#clear,#crystal,#actually!#
Very#clear#
Clear,#but#can#always#be#beAer#
Very#clear#
Quite#clear.#No#ques;ons#unanswered#
Extremely#clear.#
No#problem#with#the#instruc;ons#at#all.#
Very#
Clear#
Rela;vely#clear#
As#clear#as#they#can#be.#Probably#not#that#easy#to#explain#when#we#are#supposed#to#be#crea;ve#
Always#clear,#but#even#if#not#for#some,#he#always#makes#sure#to#explain#it#to#everyone.#
Clear#and#if#they#are#not,#I#really#don't#feel#afraid#of#asking.#
So#clear!#He#also#emphasises#that#;me#more.#
Very#clear!#And#if#you#don't#get#the#instruc;ons,#you#aren't#afraid#of#asking!#:c)#
Some;mes#everything#is#going#a#liAle#bit#fast#so#that#I#can#get#confused#
Somewhat#confusing#at#;mes#–#he#always#comes#with#some#twist#at#the#end#
Some;mes#I#miss#some#points#of#the#exercises#but#that#could#just#be#me#
Very#clear#–#Spencer#explains#everything#very#well#
Very#clear.#
Overall#very#clear#
Some;mes#very#clear.#Other#;mes#not#so#much.#It#really#depends#on#whether#or#not#you#
understood#the#accompanying#text,#and#their#meaning.#
Very#
PreAy#clear.#
They#were#clear,#just#we#are#ready#for#the#weekend.#
Yes#
Very#clear.#
Clear.#
Very#clear#(some;mes#a^er#two#;mes#explaining)#
The#instruc;ons#are#quite#clear,#any#unclarity#would#normally#come#from#the#topic.#
Yes,#he#explains#really#good!#
Clear#enough.#If#something#isn't#he#asked#the#class#and#tries#to#explain#it#beAer.#
Very#clear.#Clear#voice#
Totally#clear.#With#the#help#of#the#slides,#it#makes#clearer#

5.'Does'the'teacher'respond'appropriately'to'ques8ons?'What'further'advice'would'you'have?'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes;#keep#it#up.#
It#is#good#
Yes#
Teacher#response#to#ques;ons#in#a#good#way#that#we#can#understand.#
Yes.#None.#
Yes!#Not#a#single#one!#
Yes.#Unsure.#
Yes#
Yes#
I#feel#very#sa;sﬁed#with#his#responses#
Yes,#he#does.#Keep#it#this#way.#
People#are#too#uninvolved#to#ask#many#ques;ons,#but#Spencer#answers#any#ques;ons#
proposed.#
What#a#lot#of#ques;ons,#the#teacher#is#clear#in#his#language#
Very#much#so#
Deﬁnitely#
Yes#
He#always#does.#One#of#those#teachers#where#you#are#never#afraid#to#ask#ques;ons.#
I#think#Spencer#does#his#job.#
He#does!#Keep#inspiring#students#
Yes#I#think#so#
Yeah#
I#don't#believe#that#the#ques;ons#could#be#more#appropriately#answered.#
Yes!#I#don't#think#I#have#any#further#advice.#He#is#doing#great!#
He#answers#appropriately,#yes.#
Yes,#and#very#clear#in#his#answers#
He#does#a#great#job#in#that#apartment.#
Yes#–#no#further#advice#
Yeah#
I#would#be#more#up#for#prac;cal#;ps#in#wri;ng,#less#for#exercises.#
More#theory##c#descrip;ons#of#genre,#of#style,#
Yes#he#does.#I#would#like#a#bit#more#monologue#from#the#teacher#
He#does.#All#seem#me#you#so#there#are#not#many#ques;ons#
I'm#not#a#lot#of#ques;ons,#once#the#classes#are#very#well#prepared.#
He#gives#clear#answers#and#if#something#is#s;ll#unclear,#he#takes#the#;me#to#explain#it#again#
Yes.#I#have#no#advice#
Yes.#No#advice#actually#
He#does.#None.#He#is#perfect?#Does#perfec;on#exist?#

6.'How'useful'do'you'think'today's'class'is'for'your'studies?'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It#sets#wri;ng#in#a#diﬀerent#perspec;ve.#Wri;ng#can#be#anything#
Not#that#useful#
Useful#
Today's#class#is#very#useful#in#a#major#way#
Not#very.#But#s;ll#interes;ng,#and#useful#in#other#ways#maybe#
09#out#of#10#
Greatly#useful,#especially#the#discussions#concerning#past#topics/ac;vi;es#
Somewhat#
Very#useful#
Quite#a#lot.#It#is#important#to#learn#ways#to#be#more#crea;ve#and#to#be#open#about#it#
It#is#highly#relevant,#as#I've#acquired#both#new#informa;on#and#perspec;ve#
It's#useful#not#only#for#mice#to#studies,#but#also#my#not#academic#everyday#life.#
Remains#to#be#seen#
Useful#
Hard#to#say#–#but#crea;vity#is#also#important#and#useful#
That#is#hard#to#say#when#I'm#not#ever#sure#what#I#want#to#study#
Very#useful!#All#his#classes#so#far.#
Today,#for#the#ﬁrst#;me#we#talked#about#RADIO#journalism.#Spencer#told#us#crea;ve#wri;ng#is#
also#linked#to#this#branch#of#communica;on.#For#me#it#was#extremely#nice#to#hear#as#I#
personally,#one#day,#would#love#to#work#in#that#area.#
Various#approaches#to#wri;ng#styles#and#idea#formula;on#
Very#useful!#It#forces#you#to#be#crea;ve#and#it's#a#quality#worth#having#
Very#useful#–#everything#was#well#explained#
I'm#not#so#sure.#A#lot?#
Very#useful#–#I#can#use#bits#and#pieces#for#my#communica;on#studies#
Somewhat#useful.#Don't#know#what#I'll#use#it#for,#but#for#something#one#day#
Inspira;on#wise#–>#great.#
Today#was#a#bit#more#"fun#and#games"#than#previously,#and#is#not#too#useful.#But#the#
homework#and#the#readings#were#very#useful.#
I'm#not#sure,#but#it#is#interes;ng.#
In#the#past#we#have#classes#that#were#more#helpful,#I'd#say.#But#it#was#okay.#
Today#it#improved#my#skills#in#fast#crea;ve#wri;ng.#I#would#have#liked#more#of#these#exercises#
during#the#semester.#
I#think#that#it#would#be#very#useful#for#the#ﬁnal#assignment.#
Don't#know#yet.#But#certainly#interes;ng#for#personal#development.#
There#are#many#ways#to#write#something#down#
Very#useful,#once#the#genre#structure#aren't#par;cularly#clear#
Very#useful,#since#I#might#want#to#be#a#journalist#one#day.#
Prac;sing#wri;ng#is#always#useful.#Wan;ng#to#become#a#writer,#one#really#appreciates#these#
exercises.#
Useful#for#wri;ng#papers#etc.#
From#1#to#10#equals#12#

7.'What'other'comments'do'you'have'regarding'the'teachers'style'of'teaching?'
• Everyone#should#teach#like#this#
• No#comments#
• I#really#like#the#very#diﬀerent#way#of#teaching.#Like#that#there#is#more#involvement#of#the#
students.#
• Fun.#This#makes#it#easier#to#be#ac;ve#in#class,#and#in#group#work#
• Keep#it#up,#you'll#pass#pro#next#season!#
• Great!#
• He#makes#it#interes;ng#and#everybody#feels#like#they#take#part#in#class#by#his#'exercises'!#
• It#is#nice#that#we#engage#with#each#other.#His#capability#to#use#pictures#is#very#interes;ng.#It#is#
also#important#to#state#that#he#is#open#and#fun#
• If#all#professors#will#be#like#Spencer,#students#at#walk#would#show#up#in#a#bigger#number#at#the#
courses.#He#knows#how#to#get#our#aAen;on#and#maintain#our#interest#for#the#courses#he#is#
teaching.#He#is#an#asset#for#RUC#(from#student's#perspec;ve)#
• Nothing#nega;ve.#I#like#the#style#of#teaching,#I#like#the#content.#The#one#thing#I'm#not#100%#
about,#as#men;oned#above,#is#the#size#of#the#group.#If#it#was#smaller,#it#would#be#more#
eﬀec;ve.#Open#parentheses#what#only#that,#but#it#would#mo;vate#people#to#PREPARE)#
• Group#work#and#exercises#should#have#educa;ve#purposes,#which#they#have,#mostly,#in#these#
classes.#This#shouldn't#be#pressed#into#the#schedule,#just#for#the#hell#of#it.#
• Very#s;mula;ng#and#interac;ve.#Succeeds#with#a#very#short#;me,#to#teach#crea;vity#and#
s;mulate#enthusiasm#
• Very#crea;ve#–#sui;ng#
• Some;mes#it#can#be#a#problem#that#you#are#used#to#a#smaller#class#since#some#of#the#exercises#
don't#work#as#well#with#a#lot#of#people#
• You#should#never#change#your#personal#and#funny#way#of#teaching.#
• THANK#YOU!#
• It's#something#to#look#forward#to#every#week.#It's#deﬁnitely#not#boring#
• Great#with#handouts#–#though#can#certainly#be#a#bit#unhelpful#at#;mes#if#you#have#missed#the#
class.#Love#all#the#work#we#did#in#class!#
• Very#crea;ve.#See#what#I#did#there?#Crea;ve#wri;ng.#
• Very#refreshing!#It's#like#a#fresh#breath#of#air#;c)#+#very#inspiring!#
• It's#good,#you#keep#your#concentra;on#when#there's#student#exercises#as#well#
• BeAer#power#points#–#understandable#notes.#Most#of#the#;me#I#don't#get#anything#down,#and#
have#to#rely#on#his#or#the#texts.#Overall#very#good#
• LOVE#IT.#Someone#give#that#guy#a#cookie#
• Nothing,#everything#is#super#cool.#
• I#really#like#for#class,#op;on#of#uploading#on#Moodle,#giving#feedback.#For#me#I'd#like#to#have#
more#theory#during#class,#less#exercises#with#partners#–#not#o^en#they#want#to#work,#but#more#
homework#in#diﬀerent#spheres.#Thank#you!#
• I#would#like#if#the#readings#were#a#bit#more#focused#into#the#class#–#I'm#not#par;cularly#fond#of#
reading#analysis#of#text#I#have#not#read#previously.#I#would've#liked#if#the#texts#were#more#about#
diﬀerent#styles,#genres#and#other#literary#sources.#However#the#exercises#given#were#fun#to#do.#
But#I#thought#we#are#missing#a#liAle#bit#more#of#info#about#it.#
• Maybe#today#there#was#a#liAle#too#many#exercises#
• Maybe,#a#more#balanced#method.#As#I#was#saying#all#classes#are#interes;ng.#But#some#are#
amazing.#And#some#lack#that#'freaky'.#And#I#get#a#bit#disappointed.#The#class#is#s;ll#very#good#
• PreAy#good,#can't#see#a#way#to#improve.#
• He#makes#the#class#very#fun#through#some#jokes#but#he#s;ll#keeps#the#'line'#and#learn#the#whole#
program#:c)#
• I#wish#more#teachers#applied#it.#It#would#be#less#stressful#and#more#useful.#
• Con;nue#what#he's#doing#now!#
• AWESOME#

FEEDBACK FROM PORTFOLIO REFLECTIONS
The course “creative writing” has, for me, been a pleasure. The academic goals stated in the course
description have been fulfilled through the teachings and readings. I feel I have been equipped with different
approaches to both reading and writing texts, that be academic as well as non-academic ones. The course
itself had a wide span, from building a dialogue, to understand what makes people laugh, through creating
hidden meanings for the reader to unravel and delve with.
The teachings seemed well structured, and rehearsed, with little to no time waste, which enabled me to
participate actively, and thereby enhance my understanding of the different approaches in the syllabus.
There has been a noteworthy difference in my comprehension of the different fields, from the moment I met
up to class, to the moment I have left. That, I believe, has mainly been due to the exercise we have been
handed out during class. From reading the theories and texts at home, to get a hands-on experience with
them, has been a vital step in the comprehension and utilisation of the theories. Another aspect that has
developed my understanding of the teaching material has been the peer interactions that has been at the
core of the course. In my case it has consisted mostly of discussions and feedback from two of my fellow
students, and the three of us have worked to develop our understanding of the academic field. All in all, my
understanding of creative writing and what it entails has developed remarkably.
_
This course has given me a completely new understanding of what creative writing is. It’s been so creative
and inspiring, and it has made me realize, that creative writing isn’t just writing short stories and poems; it’s
also writing the text you find on different kinds of products, in games, in campaigns and commercials, in
greeting cards etc. And that has developed my understanding of creative writing.
Above all, this course has been of great pleasure and inspiration for me. Thursday afternoons were moments
I was looking forward to. It was fun to come to lecture; I felt that I really, concretely learned something in an
applicable way.
_
It was the first time for me that I really felt at ease when intervening during class.
It has been very instructive to take part in a non-classical teaching method. In these classes it was not about
the teacher speaking for two hours and the students listening. I very much liked the fact that often we were
asked to co-work. To co-work on one same piece arose in me in a larger extension the feeling of respect;
knowing that you are playing with the words of one of you fellow students makes you pay more attention to
the analysis of the piece. I found myself, more than ever before, interested in trying to understand the
precise words of the texts, I was more attentive to details. Furthermore, working together on one piece gave
us a sense of union. This has been the firs time within my university studies that I actually felt being part of a
class. We have often been reading out loud for each other. I like this exercise for two reasons: the first
one is the simple beauty of the listening to someone who reads out loud for you. It reminds me of my
childhood.
A further adopted method during this class was the frequent suggestion to use material devices instead of
the computer in order to visualize our products. We have been working with post its, with paper pads. It felt
like the words would be valorized by doing so, it was almost as if they were taking shape, as if they were
becoming an entity for themselves. This way of proceeding helped me with memorization and it increased
my capacity of concentration.
I very much appreciated that our motto through the entire course remained
tread softly because you treat on my dreams.
I like the idea that it is good, productive, mind opening to work on someone else’s work, constructively
criticizing it and on the other hand see how other people interpret your words. However the most important
thing was that we were expected to remember that we were acting upon someone else’s writings, feelings,
emotions and secrets.
_
I looked forward to every lecture because it was very pleasant and fun as well as educational, the exercises
helped in that a lot. If we did not have the exercises and we just sat there for two hours only listening I think
the course would lose its point. Therefore, the content of the course was everything I expected and more.
Although I do want to give some constructive criticism and say some negative/disadvantaging aspects of the
course, I simply cannot think of anything.
_
This Course 1 of Creative Writing in English has most definitely surprised me and been a true eye opener for
me. I was always certain that I wanted to study the subject English, but out of the four different courses, I
only had slight hesitations about this first one. I am not a big writer.

As each session progressed and with the help of theoretical texts to support the lesson of the specified
subject of the day, it made the creative writing easier and more comprehensible to study and complete. I
have actually enjoyed this course very much, including writing the small assignments each week, even
though some of them were much harder to do than others.
This course has allowed me to experience first hand, several interdisciplinary approaches to creative writing.
The boundaries that were set in place within each assignment, forced me to narrow my focus and skill set
and by doing so, understanding that it created immense opportunities with what I could do within each focus.
I remember the first time that I went to Creative writing class. Now it sounds like it was ages ago, to be
precise, it was 17th of September. I actually had no idea what the course would bring, so I was just sitting
and listening. After a while, I noticed that I was really paying attention during the whole course. Normally, I ́ m
always distracted by everything that is happening around me.
I have to say that I didn ́ t expect it to be so good when I chose the course. The atmosphere in the class was
always really nice and everyone was listening if someone wanted to say something. Nothing what you did
was wrong! We could use our imagianation and you could see that everyone was interested in learning the
tricks of the trade.
All in all, I want to thank you Spencer for the great courses. Creative writing cought my interests and I really
want to continue doing something with it. Although, the course is called ́ Creative writing ́ , I did not expect it to
be so creative. I thought there were more restrictions with writing our homework and that we had to make
one big story instead of smaller assignments. I think the course was really usefull, because I did not know
that I could actually do this, especially in the language that is not my mother tongue.
_
I was really satisfied with the course because I saw how my English had improved while writing because I
was more focused that why I really enjoyed it too. Also I saw that I was more confident about writing and can
express myself very well. It was a great course to take and the best thing about the course everyone shared
something and we all listened and discussed and Spencer was really made the course enjoyable.
To sum up, I had the best time in Creative Writing course thanks to Spencer. Thanks a lot for making it fun
and enjoyable. I was so lucky to take this course and to learn a lot. I can use the things that I learned for my
future as I want to be a writer to make people wake up and take their attention, I am more confident about
writing thank to this course and I am feeling more comfortable about writing in English which is not my
mother tongue.
Thanks for a great course Spencer.
_
This course has helped me to think of its implications and constituents, so as to ascertain a greater depth
and understanding for use with my own works and readings. The attention to detail and lack of it, and the
understanding that authors use their names and places with reason and purpose allows me to reflect and
think more about the intentions inherent in anyone’s work. What has fascinated me is the readings on
humour and ethnographic writing, with observation being a key point of departure and arrival. I intend to
continue this (English) course next semester, and the notion that nothing is created without reason is a
comforting and useful one indeed, especially in regard to literature writing and the freedoms that have been
afforded to us this semester in the construction of our works.
_
One of the things that I benefited greatly from here, was the portfolio that we had to write. It meant that I got
a coherent knowledge between the reading material of the course, and the lectures. This is also why it was a
great addition to this course, and something which I still feel should be implemented in other courses via
homework for instance…. Before I started the course I actually thought that the course would be a lot more
technical than it turned out to be. I had a belief that it would be very strict with the different teachings and
how the assignment we got were focused around a strict set of rules. But the creativity and freedom meant
that it was easier for me to comprehend and understand the different writing styles we went through. The
understanding of the creative writing as a course has changed a lot, and now I see it as an enlightenment of
the different genres, and a way of trying to read between the lines. It has made me look differently at texts
from now on, as I now know that there has gone a lot of thought into making people stop and think.
___
One of my biggest concerns starting on this course was that analyzing the tools and their effect would take
away the joy or magic about writing. To some degree this has happened but by doing so it also made me
realize how I was stuck in using the same tools over and over. I then finish this course then also with an
ambivalent feeling of a little lost joy in writing but also with greater understanding of the tools, themes,
genres, etc. This understanding will hopefully in time make me see new ways to explore, challenge and
enjoy my writing and by doing so making a better bridge between me and the rest of the world.
___
I will be able to use some of the things that I have learned from the creative writing course in

my future studies, in the way that it has taught me that creative writing is not just about writing works of
fiction, but the techniques and theories that I have learned also can be used to pretty much everything that I
am going to write. But I have not only learned how to write, but also how to analyse texts in different ways, it
has lightly been touched upon in the course, and the fact that we actually have tried it out on the texts that
we have read, has helped so much more to my understanding of it. The analysis techniques, I will be able to
apply to future texts that I am going to read, both in my future English studies, but also in my other studies,
since some of the analysis strategies can be applied to other types of texts besides the short stories etc. that
we have applied them to in this course.
_
I have enjoyed this past semester’s Creative Writing course so well. It has given me a theoretical knowhow,
a toolbox if you will, with which I may be able to improve my writing.
I can only say that this course has been enlightening
in more ways than one. It is difficult for me to say whether I have become a better writer, but in the very least,
I now have a much stronger foundation of knowledge upon which I can develop my skills._
When I first signed up for the course Creative Writing I had this vision that it would be fun, yet a bit difficult
and challenging. Well, the vision was actually very much similar to how it turned out to be, but it was still so
much more I think. After that first class back in September I came home being almost ecstatic about the
assignment we were given and how the class went. It was so different from any other courses that I had had
at Roskilde University so far. It was more down to earth, fun and relaxing, and the teacher was so different as
well – in a good way. He really made me so excited and eager to get going with the assignment about 9/11.
Of course there were still some academic readings and theories that we had to work with doing the course,
but for me it was not as difficult to get through as perhaps other courses that I have had. I also thought the
weekly assignments were a good idea because it helps you in the end when putting together the portfolio. It
is not as stressful as other forms of exams.
I think that the course has been a great base for future English studies. In my opinion, it has not been the
most academic course but I have learned more about what it means to be a creative writer and it has given
me perhaps a better understanding of different kinds of writings. Given that the course has only stretched
over 9 weeks or so, I feel that it has been difficult sometimes to really develop your knowledge about
different writers and methods of analysis. But then again, I feel like Creative Writing has just been like a
beginner’s class and a base for future English studies where we have tried to cover different kinds of
subjects and themes, and because there have been quite a few of them, it has been hard to get around them
all thoroughly enough to really expand your knowledge. But I do think that you can always use some of the
things we have covered during the course out in the ‘real’ world.
_
I have learnt more than I expected since I did not really know what to expect to learn. I assumed we would
improve our writing skills, but not in this way, not by adding any elements from other authors or theorists.
Thus my understanding of this course has truly developed into the greater and as a conclusion I find this
course to exceed my expectations.
_
This course has helped me overcome the anxiety of writing and presenting a piece of work to the world. The
experience of this has been great, since we were all a positive team giving constructive and kind feedback to
one another’s work. I learned how to write using different techniques and learned more about my writing
abilities. Many of the techniques presented in the course were not familiar to me, so it was interesting to see
how much creativity a writing consists of and how tools can be used. The theories deriving from the readings
we were given were more understood in the course session, since we got the chance to apply the
techniques through exercises. The course has also made me be more critical as a reader and made me
realize that the authors will not, most of times, give everything away, we need to look for the message they
might have wanted to convey, which makes reading more interesting.
Yet, the course has not only helped us be better at writing and putting our work out there or be critical, but
also to provide our own feedback and realize how different writers can be. Even though we were given the
same task and the same guidelines, each had their own interpretation and gave their stories their own
personal touch as writers; it was mind-blowing to realize how much of creativity and originality was put in
each work. This course was a good start of and an inspiration to start writing literary pieces in English and to
continue exploring the world of English literature. I would like to carry on with writing and see where it leads
me; and I feel I can build upon the knowledge I acquired when entering the Bachelor degree courses.
_
I feel I took a great step forward in my writing. On one hand I focused a lot in studying the theories and
materials and I actively participated to each lesson, on the other hand I gladly dedicated a lot of time to the
writing assignments. In fact I found it enjoyable and I discovered a part of me that was hidden even to
myself.

Firstly I thought that creative writing consisted solely in writing, however during the course I changed my
mind.
Creative writing doesn’t just consist of writing some texts, it is more than that. Creative writing gives you on
one hand the tools for analyze everyday life action, nature, feelings, part of history and on the other hand it
gives you the knowledge and skills to transform and adapt them into a novel or poem, it allows you to make
the reader fall in love with your writings.
Creative writing, in my opinion, is the English course’s backbone. During this course I have learned on one
hand how to manipulate and tame the English language, and on the other it was an eye-opener for the
environment that surround us, and I strongly believe that in the future courses I will use the theories and
techniques that I learned throughout creative writing in almost each lesson.
_
The classes have been interesting and had a pleasant atmosphere. At the very first class we talked about
what material could be used to write with and write on, when creating creative writtings. This exercise made
quite an impression on me. I have never thought of writing as anything else than words scribbled down on
paper. But as we talked about what items could be used as writing material, I understood that writing can be
everywhere and consist of almost everything. Creative writing is all around us and it can take many different
forms. This was beautifully demonstrated in the lecture when we had to fold an origami lotus flower to create
a sentence, that exercise was the main factor that changed my perspective on creative writing. It made me
realise that it is not only the words on the piece of paper that can be creative, but it can also be the way the
words are being presented that can be creative.
_
The Creative Writing Course has indeed met my expectations. I could not imagine that it could be so
creative, in such an inspiring way. It exceeded some of my limits, but I am pleased to have the experience. I
think I have obtained a better understanding of what creative writing is really about and how to use the
creative mind-set.
_
When first I signed on for the course of Creative Writing last semester, I had a presumption that it would be
an easy-going course where I would get to fully unfold my creativity, while reading Shakespeare and Wilde.
This however was not the case; the level of complexity was bigger than first anticipated and there were
restrictions on all the different exercises we were faced with. This resulted in the quick shattering of the
assumption that I more or less could write whatever I wanted. I must however say that the newfound
difficulties were a welcome factor. I quite enjoyed the fact that I had to reflect on the tasks before writing
them, and though I felt somewhat restricted, I still found freedom when it came to inspiration.
_
The experience of writing to and for other was enriching, not only academically but also as a life experience.
It was amazing reading the comments made by the rest of the class, the interest of the other ones into
reading my stories and in general seeing the class development through the semester, it was an amazing
experience. This course not only taught me about academic concepts; as the title suggest, it was a creative
semester, where the opinion and thoughts of the individual actually counted and are heard by the other one.
Sometimes One misses being heard, read and present one’s opinion and self to the other to judge, and even
better when the feedback is so nice and actually makes one feel like writing even more......
_
I’m very grateful for this course, it went beyond the regular (of course, it was a creative class). I enjoyed
discovering the connection between so many diverse subjects. I don’t know if it is visible in my writings, but it
helped me to “wake up” and look further in the search for inspiration, motives, language, techniques, etc.
I’m very happy that I had an opportunity to take this course because it was inspiring and enriching in many
ways. I think that from now on I’ll always try to see more connection between the things around me. I’d love
to spend more time creating.
_
I don’t know how the other English courses are going to be but I hope that they will be as enjoyable as
Creative Writing and that there will be connection between them. Creative Writing was a course which
introduced us with more than literature only. It came with interesting real life stories and experiences,
scientific facts, funny facts, it enlightened our understanding of culture, and most of all, it raised my
expectations of the other courses.
_
I feel very enriched by this course and I would consider it as one of the best so far, not just because it fulfilled
my need of challenge myself and being more creative in not just writing, but taking pictures and my music,
lessons were held in very good atmosphere, where I felt that I belong to. It is unique the atmosphere, when
different people = different artists meet and discuss or create something. It was powerful to see how we did

the exercise with post- its and read how many fears we have in our lives, or how with them we can make
people look at the nature that surrounds us. Other than meeting new people and sharing the same days
together, I feel that I gain new knowledge about creative writing, heard new ideas and perceptions, moreover
I feel I learnt new things about myself…. I probably will not continue the English dimension of the studies, but
I still feel very endowed by other directions I can use creative writing for my own personal development or
“lightening” my soul, but also use in my other direction of studies, such as communication and cultural
encounters, where I can use my writing skills for persuading people or discussing the problems in different
cultural contexts. This way I would like to thank you for every input you gave us!
_
Summing up, I have really enjoyed the Creative Writing course – the classes and the homework has
increased my ability to reflect critically on written material, both my own writings as well as others. I like how
the course has been sort of a puzzle, at first, I sometimes wondered why we had to read a certain text, why it
was relevant to course, or why we had to provide feedback for our classmates’ stories; But, I quickly realized
that everything fitted together in the end. It has all helped me to improve my own writing and to be more
critical of what I chose to include in my work.
_
I didn’t knew exactly what I want to do when I’ve started to study this program at RUC. I don’t know now
either. What I do know and knew is that English will be one of my two main subjects. I was rather focusing on
my love for grammar and to be honest on my need for it. My whole life, the study of grammar was very
present. In the educational system I’m coming from, we used to have separate grammar hours for the study
of both mother tongue and foreign languages.
This course showed me that, although grammar is highly important, the way we write and what we write has
the same level of importance. Most of all, it had a beneficial impact on my academic level. I have now a
better understanding on the acts of writing and reading. This will help me perform better analysis in the future
and write better papers. As for the impact it had on my private life and on my personal perspective of life, it
showed me that I should distance myself from the cult image of the language I had.
If I was thinking to pursue a master related to the English language with more focus on the parole, now I’m
finding myself looking for masters related to English culture and the analysis of the language in performance.
So, in conclusion, thank you!
_
The course has overall helped me express myself through writing. When I subscribed for it, I expected to
gain more confidence in what I produce, and that was achieved. Through the course I had the chance to
express myself creatively, something that I haven’t had the chance to do before in the university.
_
The Creative Writing classes were the only ones that I’ve been to where there is actual communication and
interaction between the attendants. Whether it is writing a story as partners or reading each other’s post-its,
it brought as closer together and made us feel part of a community. Also the requirement for collaboration
with at least one more person in every class has helped me see and understand things from different
perspectives, as in for example, every text analysis that we had to do with our partner was always more
accurate or at least interesting than when done alone and more things where recognized in the text this way.
Overall, this is a course that will help me in my future English studies as a creative
tool to use in every form of writing. As said in class, creative writing can help you with your creativity and this
way, by using the written form of language as an effective way to communicate and help you achieve your
goals.
_
My initial objective when signing up for the course was simply to pass my first module course in English,
since I plan to study linguistics. However this doesn’t mean that I didn’t find creative writing interesting or fun,
it just wasn’t my main purpose for taking the course. Yet the course has opened my eyes to another facet of
studying English. If I end up focusing mainly on linguistics or literature I don’t know yet. The course has
shown me, that I don’t necessarily have to choose, as there is much literary analysis that can be done
through linguistic lenses, as much of our academic readings
_
By participating in this course, my understanding of creative writing has developed to the extent of people's
perception of texts. By uncovering techniques and sublayers of meaning, by pointing out the stimuli that
trigger one or different mental concept that can lead to different reac- tions (understanding of the text), I can
state that the course was very productive in getting to the surface, hidden dimensions of perceiving a text
and it's ways of working.
_

I feel this course has worked to establish a different perspective, not just on writing and story-telling, but how
to have a creative approach to life and especially academia. I have found this to be very valuable, since I
feel academic texts can often become devoid of the artistic, or dare I say, human dimension. Engaging your
creativity is enjoyable, but also serves to emancipate your thought patterns from traditional discourse and
convention. This is because you’re not just learning and taking in a preprogrammed way of dealing with
things, but you’re actively seeking out new perspectives and understandings, helping your learn and be
more critical B which I believe is what RUC is all about.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE & SOCIETY
Spring 2014
Course teachers: Anne Fabricius, Janus Mortensen & Spencer Hazel
English Programme
1. Are you familiar with the conditions for passing this course and are you also familiar with the form of
examination?
‣

Yes. (7 responses)

‣

Yes. it was a project synopsis.

‣

Maybe.

‣

Yes, pretty much

‣

I would say that partly, because I am not entirely sure about how the synopsis will be evaluated, if only because it
answers the questions shown in the guidelines or if there are other things that will be taken into consideration.
2. Do you feel that the lectures have qualified you for the examination? Why/why not?

‣

Yes. Spencer's sessions were engaging and interesting.

‣

Yes, but still find it odd that the only (most) homework which is given is readings. If for example one has chosen to
do a CA it is the first time actually doing a paper of this. If we were given the homework of looking at this interaction's
sequential organisation one would be more prepared.

‣

Yes, although the theories and the research methods were quite complicated to apply. Synopsis examples would
have been nice.

‣

Yes

‣

Yes, I think so, I think the lectures has been well lectured and has provided us with a foundation for carrying out our
exam.

‣

Yes. I would have liked a bit more of practice regarding the exam because the only task we have had were readings.
We could have had more practice, for example do an example of synopsis in class.

‣

YES. They were interesting and I like learning things.

‣

They have been a great help in understanding the relevant theory for each approach.

‣

I would say they have, because it has given us the background we needed when it comes to how to do research in
different fields etc.

‣

Partly. I felt kind of prepared but in order to write the synopsis I had to consult a good deal of extra material, that was
not part of the material provided on moodle.

‣

Yes, to a certain extent.
However, I'd like to point out that I feel like this type of examination requires more practical practice than we have
had in class. Writing a synopsis is a very good way of learning, and we have been doing it multiple times while at
RUC, but the process of doing it has varied, and sitting down and writing it individually is not something we have
practiced a lot. Thinking back, I'm pretty sure I've derailed from my original idea in my synopsis, and this might not
serve me well when it comes to the grading of my synopsis. I'm used to having other people around when writing
these kind of things, so they will usually assist me in getting back on track.

‣

Point being I love doing this kind of thing, but I don't feel confident enough doing it by myself for an exam, as I've
mostly been doing it with other people throughout my study.

‣

Yes. I have learned a lot of knowledge which I can apply to my synopsis. In my synopsis, I chose the topic of
interactionist. And I applied the theory of conversation analysis to my synopsis.

‣

seemed to me the examination was more about project technique than the theory and methods from the course
3. Has this course given you competencies that you can use in your further education? Which competencies
have you achieved and how?

‣

Ethnography and conversational analysis both seem like relevant concepts applicable to other areas.

‣

I see this as more open than the linguistic course.

‣

Yes, especially all the considerations to conduct research.

‣

Yes. The reflections an overview of the different approaches to a given topic.

‣

I have learned a lot about communication, that will be very useful in my future class of communications. The texts
we gad to read were of great help to understand the concepts.

‣

I'd say I have a pretty solid grasp on knowing what southerners in America think about the north.
Also ELF, Accents, Japan and random situations from Spencer's household. (I'm joking, Spence.) I'd say
communication and academic knowledge is something I can take with me on future endeavours. Really interesting
stuff.

‣

Yes, especially in terms of the methods used in sociolinguistics.

‣

I would say it has, regarding academic knowledge and word processing, although it has also made me understand
why research in this field is so important.

‣

Yes I feel like this course has given me competencies in regarding language with a sharper view.

‣

Definitely. If not taught new, they have helped me refine methods and theories.

‣

Is has been a good and varied course. It has contributed well in giving me a broader understanding of the english
language. I thought each of the subjects were relevant and broadened my horizon - e.g. in quantative and
qualitative, it was interesting to look the north/south language issue, with an academic approach.

‣

Yes. Before the course, I have few experience of project work. And now I learned how to collect data, how to learn
by myself , how to write a synopsis to start a project and so on.

‣

I've gained a lot of knowledge on qualitatiive and quantitative methods that I can use in my further studies
4. How many times have you missed a course lecture?

‣

0 times: 1 response

‣

1 time: 2 responses

‣

2 times: 4 responses

‣

3 times: 4 responses

‣

4 times: 0 responses

‣

5 times: 1 response
5. Have you participated actively in the course and been well-prepared?

‣

Yes.

‣

Yes

‣

Around half of the lectures yet, but the fact that it is right after English Around the world is not optimal.

‣

Not always, but mostly

‣

Yes, I think so, I've sometimes neglected the readings though.

‣

Yes, i didn't read all the text because a lack of time, but i think the classes were very dynamic.

‣

I talked. Well-prepared? Not so much.. sorry..

‣

Usually. I have sometimes been less prepared due to project work taking the reins, as it were.

‣

Mostly yes, sometimes i felt that, because the classes were on the same day as the classes of another course, I
sometimes didn't have the time to read for both of them.

‣

Yes, I have participated actively, although I couldnt read for each and every lecture, because of time issues.

‣

Participating: yes.
Well-prepared: not necessarily.

‣

I have missed preparing for two or three classes. Otherwise, I have been prepared. My participation in class has
been varied.

‣

Yes. I have read all the texts before the lectures. And I concentrate my mind on the lectures in class.

‣

mostly
6. Has it been clear to you in what way you should be prepared for the lessons?

‣

Yes. (8 responses)

‣

Yes, do the readings.

‣

Yes, actually. But I had trouble accessing moodle for the first 4 weeks. That was fun getting sorted out.

‣

Yes, reading and understanding the texts.

‣

Yes. And Elan has worked fine for me :)

‣

Yes. Moodle helps me a lot. I knew what I need to do for the next week because of it.

‣

no answer
7. If you have missed a lesson and/or participated less actively in the course, what is the reason for this?

‣

Personal.

‣

Was unable to

‣

No particular reason, I have found the courses rather interesting.

‣

Due to project work, the readings have been neglected.

‣

Work.

‣

Work. Seriously, I'm sitting here on exactly 0 hours of sleep last night, and still participating. School is serious, even
though attendance isn't mandatory.

‣

Mostly because of either other courses or work on the group project.

‣

It was mainly because it interfered with other personal arrangements.

‣

private occasions.

‣

This course was taken with the course: English Around the World.
EATW was very early, and sometimes I did not manage to get out of bed for EATW. Since this course was held just
after in the latter half of the season, I ended up skipping it too - for equality.

‣

Preparing for other exam and sick day.

‣

Physical illness. I missed a lecture because I got a fever.

‣

yes
8. Have you been satisfied with your fellow students’ preparation and participation in the course?

‣

Yes (5 responses)

‣

No

‣

Yes, although sometimes when the teacher assumes that all students have read, and if that is not the case, there is
conflict.

‣

No. But then again, who am I to talk.. right?
I'm actually pretty disappointed in the turnout in general - people seem to skip class often.

‣

Yes, in general.

‣

I think most of my fellow students had like me difficulties to read sufficiently for the lectures, because there was just
so much reading, watching movies ( for the Culture and literature course) and writing the project to do. I would
suggest that the reading material should be strongly shortened and really straight to the point, so that students feel
like they can manage to be well prepared.

‣

Not always, but it was typically in the same lectures that we didn't prepare. Reading can seem overwhelming when
there are many, but short sources to read.

‣

It has varied a great deal as well. Sometimes we were very few in class, so that has of course affected this. There
was a tendency from some of the students to speak a lot - which of course has been good in keeping the
conversation (interaction!) going. However, I think sometimes some students may have got a bit eager and ended up
talking for a long time, about things not at all relevant for the subject at hand. This affected my motivation to
participate.
9. How would you describe the dialogue between students and teacher during the course?

‣

Crisp!

‣

Good.

‣

Nice tone, good atmosphere. Very few students sometimes though.

‣

It was nice interaction.

‣

Really well.

‣

Very good.

‣

Quiet would be a fitting word. But it's fun when people actually actively participate.

‣

There has been some decent interaction going on, which always make the content seem more understandable.

‣

Good, students were interested in the different topics and therefore there was good discussion and communication
between students and teachers.

‣

I really enjoyed the dialogue - my favorite student-teacher dialogue was with Spencer, because he kind of managed
to make his points in a very funny and clear manner. But in general, the dialogue between all teachers and students
was fine, I would say.

‣

Very good.

‣

Good and open.

‣

Equal and active.

‣

sure
10. How do you feel about the student involvement in the course, for instance concerning the structure of the
course etc.?

‣

Non-existant.

‣

I still do not see how the students have an involvement in the structure of the course

‣

Layout was obviously well though out between the 3 approaches, so in that sense it was good.

‣

It has been good.

‣

good.

‣

Indifferent.

‣

There has been a fair amount of participation and interaction, which better than none.

‣

I feel like the student involvement was fine in all three parts.

‣

Good.

‣

A bit many complains about the two-lectures-in-a-row. I didn't bother me much, and it's basically every day for a lot
of other faculties.

‣

They actively express their opinions. And I learned a lot from their words.
11. With regards to the teacher’s ability to communicate the academic content of the course, please mention
what has been good and what has been less good.

‣

It has all been good.

‣

Generally the teachers have been good in interacting with the students

‣

Generally good.

‣

I've found the dialogue between us and the teacher rather well.

‣

they have made very clear the concepts we had to learn, but i missed some practice.

‣

Don't really have anything to complain about. It's been a good course. I know it's a useless answer, but I don't really
know what to say.

‣

All teachers have been good at describing the methods and use examples of these methods.

‣

I would say that i am overall satisfied with the teachers way of teaching.

‣

In the first part of the course, I liked the way in which the slides underlined the content, and the clear focus (even
though I feel like the atmosphere sometimes tended to be a bit inhibited).
In the second part I found that the teacher was very good at conveying knowledge and capturing the students'
attention, but less good were the quality of the slides.
In the third part I really really enjoyed the exercises and the slides! The atmosphere was very pleasant. The only
thing I could state as less good were the amount of discussions we should do among us. I feel like that was just a
little bit of a waste, because we discussed it together afterwards anyway.

‣

Yes.

‣

It was good to each time get a "this is what we'll look into today".

‣

GOOD: the interaction between teacher and students.
LESS GOOD: sometimes I cannot understand some concepts.

‣

can't think of anything that have not been good

12. Do you feel that the course has been varied and dynamic? Why or why not?
‣

Yes. Because of the three different themes.

‣

It has in the way that it has presented three different approaches

‣

Yes, variation in teaching methods, and variation in content of the lectures.

‣

Yes

‣

Yes I think so, due to the separation of the different approaches presented to us.

‣

yes, there was communication between teacher and student.

‣

Yes. Especially fun with the America maps, guessing occupations based on a grid of 12 pictures etc. Interaction like
that is always a win/win.

‣

It is varied because of the different approaches that exist in sociolinguistics. There were not compared enough, in
my opinion, though.

‣

It was good that we had both discussions and exercises to make the lectures more dynamic.

‣

Yes I think it was very dynamic and varied. I enjoyed the content very much.

‣

This evaluation form is too long.
Yes, it has been varied and dynamic, and I feel that there has been a pleasant amount of hands-on exercises for the
students.

‣

Yes, varied. Stated above.

‣

Yes. And I am really interested in the section of interactionist.

‣

i think there have been a good mix of group work and more classical lectures
13. Has the purpose of the course been clear?

‣

Yes (8 responses)

‣

Somewhat.

‣

Yes, mostly.

‣

Yes. Harvard couldn't be more clear.

‣

Yes, clearly.

‣

Somewhat. It was a good introduction the first day. However, sometimes the relevance good have been outlined
more.

14. Has the method of teaching been adequate compared to the conditions for passing the course and the form
of the examination?
‣

Yes (7 responses)

‣

Yes. But a test in class where we had to write the first paragraph for each of the 7 points in the study guide would
have been useful.

‣

Sort of. Still, you could prepare students better if small assignments were given out and either a feedback or a
discussion in class would take place.

‣

Yes. Although I will say that it is a bit strange to get an assignment when we still have a few lectures left. It is of
course way better to get the assignment as early as possible, but you need all the information you can get before
starting.

‣

Yes, the teachers mentioned and explained all the concepts we should know in order to pass the exam.

‣

I'd say if we don't pass, it's because somebody didn't catch up on the reading. Clear passing instructions - or at least
just pretty clear content.

‣

Yes, I think so.

‣

The exam was harder than I thought it would be. However, this might because of the fact that it was really badly
planned - too close to project hand-in!!!

15. How would you describe the information concerning practicalities?
‣

Fine.

‣

Good

‣

No problems there.

‣

Rather good.

‣

good

‣

I don't know really.

‣

Very practical and easily obtainable.

‣

I would say it has been good.

‣

Fine.

‣

Very good.

‣

I am zero for finishing a synopsis or project. So at the beginning it is hard for me to write a synopsis.

‣

i would have liked a mail about where i could find exam description and where to hand it in

16. Other comments?
‣

No.

‣

Nope.

‣

I'm still mad at moodle not working for a long time - but hey, such is the life of a student; we need to jump some
hurdles before we can hit the ground running with honey grasped in a fist. Right?

‣

The length of the course, and the late appearance of the exam has caused it to conflict a bit with the group project.
Also, exam dates have been withheld for too long.

TEXT & SIGN
Autumn 2013
Course teacher: Spencer Hazel
International Bachelor Study Programme in the Humanities
Course evaluation after first 6 classes
How do you evaluate the
academic level of the course?
No response 1

Too low

How do you evaluate the quantity
of reading for the course?
No response 1

Too low

To what extent did the course
develop your understanding of
the T&S-dimension?

Low
2%

Low
0%

Not at all

Somewhat

Not at all

To what extent do you agree that
the lecture room was suitable for
the course?

Somewhat

Not at all

Somewhat

49 %

43 %

2%

Too high
45 %

To a high
degree

58 %

11 %

No response
34 %

To a high
degree

25 %

To some degree
0%

Too high

High

To some degree
4%

0%

45 %

To some degree
8%

0%

High

Suitable
0%

0%
How much do you agree that the
course fulfills its formulated aims?

Suitable

No response
51 %

To a high
degree

11 %

0%

20 %

No response
89 %

0%

Do you agree with the following statements?
In this course, I have been
challenged to learn more than I
expected.

Not at all

Somewhat
2%

I have learned a lot in this class.

Not at all

13 %
Somewhat

0%
This class has increased my
interest in this field of study.

Not at all

Somewhat

Not at all

Somewhat
0%

I believe that what I am being
asked to learn in this course is
important.

Not at all

2%

Somewhat
0%

The instructor uses effective
teaching methods that enhance
my learning.

Not at all

Somewhat
2%

The instructor challenges me to
think.

Not at all

4%

Somewhat
0%

0%

15 %

0%
No response

36 %
To a high
degree

0%
No response

93 %
To a high
degree

0%

No response
61 %

To a high
degree

28 %

To some degree

No response

To a high
degree

37 %

To some degree

0%

26 %

6%

To some degree
0%

To a high
degree

49 %
To some degree

No response
37 %

70 %
To some degree

11 %

To a high
degree

48 %
To some degree

0%

4%
The instructor shows respect and
concern for students.

To some degree

2%

No response
66 %

To a high
degree

0%

No response
72 %

13 %

Do you have any other, feedback, suggestions or general comments about the course(22 responses in
total, all included here1)
‣

Spencer Hazel is extremely good at his job. He is both captivating and involves the students a lot. I truly
enjoyed this class.

‣

Spencer is a good teacher

‣

I would have liked to have had more classes :)

‣

Truly a challenge & a pleasure, to have this course & especially great to have a professor such as Mr.
Hazel, who always kept it interesting.

‣

You are a wonderful engaging professor and remind me of Seth MacFarlane :-)

‣

It was a really interesting course and very helpful for studying communication. Thank you!

‣

No, thank you. :)

‣

Hazel's use of media gave us a better understanding of the theory. Very up to date lectures, positive
atmosphere and attitude that keeps everyone awake and interested.

‣

Very interesting and important subjects, communicated with great teaching skills. You make it fun! I
thought it would be boring, but it really wasn't at all. Good job :-)

‣

Thank you for the very interesting lectures. Very interesting points in language that I've never thought of.
You have managed to awakened my interest in semiotics (I am writing about it in my project)

‣

Slow down when changing slides, some of us are actually taking notes :-)

‣

Good course! Good instructor!

‣

Maybe too many exercises. Spencer really opened my eyes to text and sign analysis

‣

The compendium wasn't really relating to what we were talking about in lectures. Lectures were super
interesting so maybe put in the compendium more related stuﬀ to the actual lectures. Spencer, thanks a
lot, Sofia

‣

No

‣

You have a great energy level! The only thing I was missing was some kind of thorough run through of
what we read! The compendium could be used more in our lectures!

‣

Great energy when explaining everything. You have a great drive and amazing performance as
professor! NEVER a dull moment :-)

‣

Objective. Very good

‣

It's been very interesting, funny and challenging! ;-) Great teacher, very dedicated. Good job :)

‣

The teacher is extremely dedicated and his enthusiasm really makes the class much more interesting and it makes people listen! I'm really impressed with this teacher's skills

‣

It would be good if the lector was more about what we have read since it could be a bit diﬃcult to
understand.

‣

The course was entertaining and manage to catch my attention, although I didn't understood the
complete meaning of the lecture, but I'll probably discover it in the future :)

‣

It was cool enough :-)

‣

It would be more eﬀective, to me at least, for the course to be more relevant to the homework given to
us.

1

On the original paper-based survey, this final question was included on the 2nd page, which many in the class did not
spot. This account (in part at least) for the discrepancy between the overall numbers who returned the survey, and the
number of responses for the final point.

Additional comments from end of course evaluation (covering the entire course. Comments pertaining
to co-teacher have been omitted)
‣

I think it's been a very big inconvenience to have two diﬀerent professors for the course. It added a lot
of confusion and it was rather hard (if not impossible) to see any red line between the subjects and way
of teaching by two professors.

‣

Dividing the course into to halves was a really bad idea. There was overlapping and no coordination
between the lecturers. On the lecturers themselves, Spencer Hazel was a precise, well-prepared,
informed lecturer that was really good at teaching this course. [section redacted]

‣

There were a lot confusion about the essay writing because we didn't get information from the
professors about there being a minimum of characters for the essays. So a lot of the student had to
write xxxx number of characters before the essay was accepted.
Please make all the rules and formalities about the essays clear so that everybody knows there's a
maximum ammount of characters and a minimum ammount.

‣

The lack of information concerning the essay, especially the sudden minimun requirement
pofcharacters where not ideal.

‣

I think that Spencer was really great and had a great personality and good teacing skills, he was great
at including us and had interesting material and performance. [section redacted]

‣

Part 1 with Spencer was good. [section redacted]

‣

Text & Sign has been a very confusion course, the main "purpose" of the course is simply not clear
enough. What are we supposed to learn from T&S? The professors, Spencer and Camelia are the
reason why I have enjoyed T&S - they are great! But the course itself is not explained well enough. I still
don't know what I was supposed to learn, besides the meaning of colours and positive/negative words
(which is way too basic for uni, that's what I think anyway..). I know many from my house agrees, we've
been confused a lot throughout the course.

‣

It was confusing and annoying not having one proﬀessor teaching the whole course.
The fact that we had two, meant that they overstepped into eachothers parts meaning that we in fact
sometimes just spend time learning something we already had learned the week prior.
Spencer Hazel's part was interesting and his method of teaching was much appreciated. He was able
to teach what he had to adequately, and in a manner that was very straightforward. [section redacted]

‣

I think the practical information regarding the essay was very confusing

‣

It would haven been better if the teacher talked thoroughly about the theories instead of other non
related topics. The content of the readings was very good however it was a bit diﬃcult to understand.
For me in particular it was not that hard, but i've gone to university before, i can't imagine how diﬃcult it
must have been for the students who have just finished college.
I think writing essays is a process, specially when they are at a university level. perhaps more
assignments during the semester would help us to complete and succed in the final exam, because in
that way we would know what the teacher is asking of us.
I think one class more a week would be great in order to talk into detail the theories, with their
respective examples.

ENGLISH TEXT & WRITING
Spring 2011
Course teacher: Spencer Hazel
HumBas Programme; 45 students
https://www.survey-xact.dk/servlet/
com.pls.morpheus.web.pages.an...alysisid=395031&session=682724787263898868&run=print&excel=false
Analyse Resultater 07/04/11
1 / 11: How do you evaluate the academic level of the course?

Too low
Low
Suitable
High
Too high
No response

Respondents

Procent

0
4
5
2
0
2

0,0%
30,8%
38,5%
15,4%
0,0%
15,4%

I alt 13

100,0%

2 / 11: How do you evaluate the quantity of reading for the course?

Too low
Low
Suitable
High
Too high
No response

Respondents

Procent

0
2
7
3
0
0

0,0%
16,7%
58,3%
25,0%
0,0%
0,0%

I alt 12

100,0%

3 / 11: To what extent did the course develop your understanding of the Text & Sign-dimension?

Not at all
Somewhat
To some degree
To a high degree
No response

Respondents
0
0
8
3
0

Procent
0,0%
0,0%
72,7%
27,3%
0,0%

I alt 11

100,0%

4 / 11: To what extent did the course contribute to your academic specialization?

Not at all
Somewhat
To some degree
To a high degree
No response

Respondents
0
1
7
3
0

Procent
0,0%
9,1%
63,6%
27,3%
0,0%

I alt 11

100,0%

5 / 11: How much do you agree that the course fulfills its formulated aims?
Respondents
Agree very much
3
Agree
8
Disagree
0
Disagree very much
0
No response
0

Procent
27,3%
72,7%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0%

I alt 11 100,0%
6 / 11: To what extent do you agree that the criteria for passing the course are clearly stated?
Respondents
Agree very much
4
Agree
5
Disagree
0
Disagree very much
1
No response
1

Procent
36,4%
45,5%
0,0%
9,1%
9,1%

I alt 11 100,0%
7 / 11: To what extent are you satisfied with the contributions of your fellow students?
Respondents
Not at all
0
Somewhat
3
To some degree
6
To a high degree
2
Do not wish to respond
0

Procent
0,0%
27,3%
54,5%
18,2%
0,0%

I alt 11 100,0%
8 / 11: To what extent are you satisfied with your own contribution to the course?
Respondents
Not at all
0
Somewhat
3
To some degree
8
To a high degree
0
Do not wish to respond
0

Procent
0,0%
27,3%
72,7%
0,0%
0,0%

I alt 11 100,0%
9 / 11: To what extent do you agree that the lecture room was suitable for the course?
Respondents
Agree very much
2
Agree
6
Disagree
3
Disagree very much
0
No response
0

Procent
18,2%
54,5%
27,3%
0,0%
0,0%

I alt 11 100,0%

10 / 11: To what extent are you satisfied with help provided by the course secretary?

Respondents
Not at all
0
Somewhat
2
To some degree
2
To a high degree
2
Do not wish to respond
5

Procent
0,0%
18,2%
18,2%
18,2%
45,5%

I alt 11 100,0%
11 / 11: To what extent do you agree that the practical information given at the course was useful?
Respondents
Agree very much
3
Agree
8
Disagree
0
Disagree very much
0
No response
0

Procent
27,3%
72,7%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0%

I alt 11 100,0%

All written comments included
Overall this course has contributed to my descision of studying english - as one of my two majors. The Lecturer
(Spencer) made sure to make all subjects interesting in a humorous way.
the lecturer spencer is great. he is so kind,patient,nice enough!
I think it's a really good course, and I have learned a lot from it. I feel that it's useful in many ways, both within
academic writing and in real job situations. Furthermore it was varying and interesting topics and assignments
that we worked with, and the lecturer was good at presenting and communicating the material. All together the
course has surpassed my expectations and I have found it very rewarding.
Spencer Hazel is a very professional teacher. Good job, Spencer!
Spencer did a phenomenal job teaching this class. Nerdy analysis of language is not the most sexy subject, as
he said in one of the lectures, but he managed to make it interesting every time. He is sympatic, well-spoken
and very good at getting his point across in order for everyone to understand. The only negative aspects of the
course the fact that it was friday morning - I don't think any classes should take place before 11.00 when the
university is situated in the country side and there's a certain transport time.

3-Day Research Methods Workshop, King’s College
Winter 2011
Course teachers: Spencer Hazel & Janus Mortensen
King’s College, London, UK
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CALPIU Research Training Course (PhD Summer
School)
Summer 2012
Workshop teachers: Spencer Hazel, Janus Mortensen
CALPIU Research Centre, Roskilde University

Multimodal analysis research methods workshop
Nottingham University
Centre for Research in Applied Linguistics
January 2015
http://tiny.cc/Nott_Jan_2015_SHJM
Workshop teachers: Spencer Hazel, Janus Mortensen
CALPIU Research Centre, Roskilde University

